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Abstract
Alpha-synuclein (aSyn) pathology is present in approximately 50% of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) cases at autopsy and 
might impact the age-of-onset and disease progression in AD. Here, we aimed to determine whether tau and aSyn profiles 
differ between AD cases with Lewy bodies (AD-LB), pure AD and Parkinson’s disease with dementia (PDD) cases using 
epitope-, post-translational modification- (PTM) and isoform-specific tau and aSyn antibody panels spanning from the N- to 
C-terminus. We included the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and amygdala (AMY) of clinically diagnosed and pathologically 
confirmed cases and performed dot blotting, western blotting and immunohistochemistry combined with quantitative and 
morphological analyses. All investigated phospho-tau (pTau) species, except pT181, were upregulated in AD-LB and AD 
cases compared to PDD and control cases, but no significant differences were observed between AD-LB and AD subjects. 
In addition, tau antibodies targeting the proline-rich regions and C-terminus showed preferential binding to AD-LB and AD 
brain homogenates. Antibodies targeting C-terminal aSyn epitopes and pS129 aSyn showed stronger binding to AD-LB 
and PDD cases compared to AD and control cases. Two pTau species (pS198 and pS396) were specifically detected in the 
soluble protein fractions of AD-LB and AD subjects, indicative of early involvement of these PTMs in the multimerization 
process of tau. Other phospho-variants for both tau (pT212/S214, pT231 and pS422) and aSyn (pS129) were only detected 
in the insoluble protein fraction of AD-LB/AD and AD-LB/PDD cases, respectively. aSyn load was higher in the AMY of 
AD-LB cases compared to PDD cases, suggesting aggravated aSyn pathology under the presence of AD pathology, while 
tau load was similar between AD-LB and AD cases. Co-localization of pTau and aSyn could be observed within astrocytes 
of AD-LB cases within the MTG. These findings highlight a unique pathological signature for AD-LB cases compared to 
pure AD and PDD cases.
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Introduction

Amyloid beta (Aβ)-rich extracellular protein deposits and 
neuronal inclusions rich in aggregated tau are the neuro-
pathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In Par-
kinson’s disease (PD), inclusion bodies, termed Lewy bod-
ies (LBs) and Lewy neurites (LNs), consisting of damaged 
organelles, lipids and aggregated alpha-synuclein (aSyn) are 
the neuropathological hallmarks [59]. However, the pres-
ence of tau and aSyn pathology is not mutually exclusive; in 
approximately 50% of AD cases, aSyn pathology in the brain 
is common at autopsy and vice versa, in around 50% of PD 
cases, tau pathology is common [67, 74]. Amygdala (AMY)-
predominant aSyn pathology is more commonly observed in 
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early-onset AD than in late-onset AD cases [64]. Moreover, 
AD cases with LBs (AD-LB) show a more rapid cognitive 
decline compared to ‘pure’ AD cases [35, 40]. Both proteins 
show a characteristic and predictable distribution pattern 
throughout the brain with aging and share common mecha-
nisms in propagation from cell-to-cell [11]. Propagation of 
pathological tau and aSyn is considered to be conveyed in 
a prion-like manner; when pathological variants of the pro-
teins propagate to neighboring cells, they act as a template 
for aggregation of physiological soluble protein species [23]. 
Tremendous effort is focused on developing disease modify-
ing treatment strategies which are able to slow down or halt 
disease progression, many of which are focused on combat-
ting propagation of pathological tau and aSyn species via 
active or passive immunotherapy [13, 16, 44].

In order for therapeutic antibody development to be suc-
cessful in preventing intercellular propagation of pathologi-
cal tau and aSyn, it is paramount that these antibodies (1) 
target epitopes which are available for antibody binding and 
(2) ideally, target tau or aSyn variants which are elevated 
in the disease conditions. Specific post-translational modi-
fications (PTMs) have been previously described as being 
characteristic for aggregated forms of tau and aSyn. Hyper-
phosphorylation of tau is seen as a driving factor in the 
pathogenesis of AD and tau pathology has been described 
to precede Aβ pathology in the brain for roughly a decade, 
based the current theory that hyperphosphorylation of tau 
results in its detachment from the microtubules, resulting in 
aggregation of tau and subsequent formation of neurofibril-
lary tangles (NFTs), neuronal loss and dysconnectivity [4, 
43]. It should be noted however, that phosphorylation is not 
required per se for driving aggregation of tau into paired 
helical filaments (PHFs) and kinase inhibitors have thus far 
shown little effects on clinical outcomes in randomized tri-
als [31, 42]. Alterations in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and 
plasma Aβ42 levels slightly precede changes in total and 
phospho-tau (pTau) levels, while neuropathological burden 
of tau pathology correlates better with the severity of cog-
nitive impairment compared to Aβ pathology [28, 50, 71]. 
Specific phosphorylation sites differ between Braak NFT 
stages; while some phospho-variants are characteristic 
for late Braak stages and are enriched in NFTs, others are 
already involved in the earliest phases of tau multimerization 
and are seen in earlier Braak stages [19]. Phosphorylation 
of aSyn at Serine 129 (pS129) is abundant in LBs and LNs 
in PD(D) patients. Noteworthy, recent studies highlight that 
this prone PTM is more likely a coping mechanism of the 
cell to translocate aggregated aSyn from the pre-synapse to 
the soma for subsequent degradation [3, 6]. Phosphorylation 
of aSyn at many different sites is common in the soluble 
protein fraction of brain tissue homogenates, depending on 
the site and type of modification modulates the interaction 
with insoluble aSyn aggregates [73]. For both tau and aSyn, 

many more types of PTMs exist, including glycation, nitra-
tion, SUMOylation, acetylation, ubiquitination and trunca-
tion [72].

While the relation between Aβ and tau aggregation in 
the pathogenesis of AD has been thoroughly documented, 
the interplay between tau and aSyn has been described to a 
much lesser extent. Co-deposition of tau and aSyn can be 
observed in neurons in postmortem human brain tissue and 
recent studies have shown a synergistic relationship between 
tau and aSyn aggregation [7, 52, 60]. Several studies have 
highlighted direct interaction between both proteins on a 
molecular level and have described enhanced propagation 
and seeding of mixed tau-aSyn aggregates which display 
distinct configurations [52]. A few recent studies have high-
lighted interaction between the negatively charged C-ter-
minal domain of aSyn with tau, particularly the positively 
charged proline-rich region 2 [17, 60].

What is still currently unclear is which variants (epitopes, 
PTMs and isoforms) of tau and aSyn are characteristic for 
AD-LB subjects compared to those who display a ‘pure’ 
pathology. Here, we used a range of tau and aSyn antibod-
ies targeting different epitopes, spanning from the N- to the 
C-terminal domain, and PTMs to unravel the molecular tau 
and aSyn signature of AD-LB, AD without LBs (AD) and 
PD with dementia (PDD) cases and age-matched controls. 
We included medial temporal gyrus (MTG) and AMY of 
well-characterized AD-LB, AD, PDD and age-matched con-
trol donors (n = 10 per group) for dot blotting, western blot-
ting and immunohistochemistry for descriptive and quanti-
tative analyses. A fluorescent multi-labeling staining was 
performed to assess whether tau and aSyn could co-localize 
within the same astrocytes. In the current study, we highlight 
that the molecular signature for tau and aSyn differs between 
AD-LB cases compared to pure AD and PDD cases.

Materials and methods

Study cohort, tissue selection and pathological 
assessment

For this study, pathology-confirmed postmortem brain tissue 
from subjects with AD-LB, AD and PDD (n = 10 for each 
of the groups) were acquired from the Netherlands Brain 
Bank (NBB; Amsterdam, The Netherlands, http:// brain 
bank. nl). Brain tissue from pathologically defined controls 
(n = 10) were obtained from the Normal Aging Brain Col-
lection Amsterdam (NABCA; Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 
http:// nabca. eu). Donors or their next of kin signed informed 
consent for brain autopsy, the use of brain tissue and the use 
of medical records for research purposes. The brain donor 
program of the NBB and NABCA were approved by the 
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local medical ethics committee of the VUmc, Amsterdam 
(NBB 2009.148; NABCA 2018.150).

Neuropathological diagnosis was established according 
to international guidelines of Brain Net Europe II (BNE) 
consortium (http:// www. brain net- europe. org) and NIA-AA 
criteria for AD [1, 2, 29]. Demographic features and clinical 
symptoms were retrieved from the clinical files, including 
sex, age at symptom onset, age at death, disease duration, 
presence of dementia and parkinsonism, core and supportive 
clinical features for AD and PD [45, 54].

For pathological diagnosis, 6 µm thin formalin-fixed and 
paraffin embedded (FFPE) sections were stained using anti-
bodies against Aβ (clone 4G8, Biolegend, 1:8000 dilution), 
phosphorylated tau (clone AT8, ThermoFisher Scientific, 
1:500 dilution) and αSyn (clone KM51, Monosan Xtra, 
1:500), as previously described [47]. Braak and McKeith 
αSyn stages were determined using the BrainNet Europe 
(BNE) criteria [2]. Based on Thal amyloid-β phases scored 
on the medial temporal lobe, Braak neurofibrillary stages 
and CERAD neuritic plaque scores, levels of AD pathology 
were determined according to on NIA-AA consensus criteria 
[1, 26, 46, 66]. In addition, Thal CAA stages, presence of 
aging-related tau astrogliopathy (ARTAG) [34, 65], micro-
vascular lesions, hippocampal sclerosis and APOE genotype 
were assessed. A summary of the clinical and pathological 
characteristics for all cases can be found in the supplemen-
tary file (Supplementary Table 1).

The regions of interest for this study were the MTG and 
the AMY, considering the MTG to be a highly vulnerable 
brain region early in the development of AD and the AMY 
being a region in which aggregation of aSyn is frequently 
seen in AD. For both regions, FFPE and frozen tissues 
were included; FFPE tissue was from the right hemisphere, 
whereas frozen tissue came from the left hemisphere. Pres-
ence of pathological tau and aSyn in the frozen tissue blocks 
was confirmed by immunostaining (see the Supplementary 
File).

Antibody selection, brain tissue homogenization 
and dot blotting

Antibody panels consisting of commercially available anti-
bodies spanning almost the full amino acid sequence of both 
tau and aSyn were selected to define the molecular signature 
of tau and aSyn in the human brain using dot blot (DB), 
western blot (WB) and immunohistochemistry (IHC) (Sup-
plementary Table 2). All selected antibodies were monoclo-
nal and epitope, isoform or PTM-specific and were previ-
ously described in the literature or by the manufacturer to be 
immunoreactive to human tau or aSyn [19, 22].

Approximately 50–80 mg of frozen tissue was thawed on 
ice for 10 min after which 500 µL of ice-cold detergent-free 
lysis buffer was added containing 5 mM HEPES, 320 mM 

sucrose, 1 × cOmplete mini EDTA-free protease inhibitor 
cocktail (Roche, cat # 11836170001) and 1 × PhosSTOP 
phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Roche, cat# PHOSS-RO) 
with pH adjusted to 8.0. A 5 mm steel bead was added to 
each tube and mechanical homogenization was subsequently 
performed by operating the TissueLyser LT (Qiagen, cat# 
85600) for 1 min at 50 Hz. Homogenates were spun down 
at 1000 × g for 2 min at 4 ℃ and mechanical homogenization 
was repeated as described above. Homogenates were kept on 
ice between homogenization steps. To remove endogenous 
immunoglobulins, 50 µL of settled immobilized Pierce™ 
Protein A/G (ThermoScientific, cat#20421) was pipetted 
into separate tubes, after which 500 µL lysis buffer was 
added and subsequently spun down at 1000 × g for 2 min 
at 4 ℃. Tissue homogenates were then transferred to the 
washed sepharose beads and incubated for 2 h at 4 ℃ with 
gentle mixing. After incubation, tubes were centrifuged at 
1000 × g for 10 min at 4 ℃ and the supernatant (sample) was 
transferred to a new tube. DTT was added to a final concen-
tration of 1 mM to protect samples against oxidation. Protein 
concentration was determined by BCA (ThermoScientific, 
cat# 23225) according to manufacturer’s instructions and 
aliquots were made which were flash frozen on dry ice and 
subsequently stored at −80 ℃ until further use in the DB 
assay.

A DB assay was performed to assess antibody binding 
to crude human brain tissue homogenates as previously 
described [12]. In short, 1 µg protein per sample was diluted 
to a total volume of 100 µL TBS for loading on each spot. As 
a positive control, recombinant protein solutions were pre-
pared; 5 ng recombinant aSyn (rPeptide, cat# S-1001-1) and 
5 ng pS129 aSyn (Proteos, cat# RP-004) for the aSyn DBs 
and 15 ng recombinant tau for all six tau isoforms (TAU441, 
rPeptide, cat# T1001-1; TAU410, rPeptide, cat# T1002-1; 
TAU412, rPeptide, cat# T1003-1; TAU381, rPeptide, cat# 
T1004-1; TAU383, rPeptide, cat# T1005-1; TAU352, rPep-
tide, cat# T1006-1). All wells without any samples were 
loaded with TBS as a negative control. Nitrocellulose mem-
branes (LICOR, cat# 1620112) with a pore size of 0.2 µm 
were cut to the appropriate size to fit the Bio-Dot Apparatus 
(Bio-Rad, cat# 1706545). Loading of samples and handling 
of the Bio-Dot Apparatus was performed according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. After 1 h, any remaining sam-
ples was pulled through the membrane, after which mem-
branes were removed from the apparatus and left to dry on a 
clean piece of laboratory paper in the fume hood for a mini-
mum duration of 1 h. Membranes were rehydrated in TBS 
and to determine equal protein loading, Revert™ 700 Total 
Protein Stain Kit (Licor, cat# 926-11016) was performed 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Imaging was 
performed after total protein staining on a Licor Odyssey SA 
imager with the following settings: 100 µm resolution, inten-
sity level 6 and 3.0 mm offset. After imaging, membranes 

http://www.brainnet-europe.org
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were blocked in  Intercept® (TBS) Blocking Buffer (Licor, 
cat# 927-600001) at RT for 1 h with gentle rocking. After 
blocking, membranes were incubated overnight in the pri-
mary antibody solutions at 4 ℃ (see Supplementary Table 2 
for an overview of the selected primary antibody solutions). 
Following overnight incubation, membranes were washed 
for 3 × 10 min in TBS-0.1% Tween (TBS-T) at RT. Second-
ary antibody incubation was then performed with either 
goat anti-rabbit  IRDye® 800CW (Licor, cat# 926-32211, 
1:10,000 dilution) or donkey anti-mouse  IRDye® 800CW 
(Licor, cat# 926-32212, 1:10,000 dilution) depending on the 
host of the primary antibody for 1 h at RT. After secondary 
antibody incubation, membranes were washed for 2 × 10 min 
in TBS-T followed by a 1 × 15 min wash in TBS. Membranes 
were then imaged on a Licor Odyssey SA imager with the 
same settings as described above.

Biochemical fractionation, gel electrophoresis 
and western blotting

Antibodies which showed good performance in the DB 
experiments in terms of binding and detected epitopes/
PTMs which were characteristic for any of the investigated 
conditions were selected for WB and IHC. Affinity and 
specificity of these tau and aSyn antibodies (n = 6 for both) 
was evaluated by generating soluble and insoluble protein 
fractions using differential ultracentrifugation for n = 3 cases 
per investigated condition using an adapted method from 
an earlier study [18]. In short, 50–80 mg of frozen tissue 
was mechanically homogenized as mentioned above on the 
TissueLyser LT with the same settings in 1 mL OG-RIPA 
buffer containing 1× RIPA (Cell Signaling Technology, cat# 
9806S), 1 mM PMSF and 2% octyl glucoside (Avanti, cat# 
850511P) [32]. Homogenization and spinning down was 
repeated for a total of four times after which homogenates 
were spun down at 1000 × g for 10 min at 4 ℃ to remove any 
cellular debris. The supernatant was subsequently transferred 
to ultracentrifuge tubes (Beckman Coulter, cat# 343778) and 
tubes were balanced. Samples were then centrifuged in the 
Optima™ MAX-XP Ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, cat 
# 393315) at 100,000 × g for 1 h at 4 ℃. The supernatant was 
labeled as the soluble protein fraction, subsequently divided 
into aliquots, snap frozen on dry ice and stored at −80 ℃ 
until further use. Pellets were washed with 200 µL OG-RIPA 
buffer and centrifuged at 100,000 × g for 30 min, after which 
the supernatant was discarded. 500 µL SDS/U buffer con-
taining 8 M Urea, 5%SDS and TBS was then added to the 
ultracentrifuge tubes and pellets were sonicated until pellet 
was dissolved (3/7 setting, 30% amplitude, approximately 10 
pulses). Hereafter, suspensions were transferred to new tubes 
and boiled for 10 min at 100 ℃. This fraction was termed 
the insoluble protein fraction and was kept at RT. Protein 

concentration of the samples was determined using a BCA 
assay according to manufacturer’s instructions.

Gel electrophoresis was performed under reducing condi-
tions according to manufacturer’s instructions. In short, 5 µg 
protein per sample was loaded into each well. As a positive 
control for aSyn gels, 20 ng of recombinant aSyn (rPeptide, 
cat# S1-1001) and 20 ng of recombinant pS129 aSyn (Pro-
teos, cat# RP-004) were loaded per gel, and for tau gels, 
2 µL of tau protein ladder (rPeptide, cat# T-1007, containing 
5 ng of each tau isoform) was loaded per gel. Samples were 
prepared in Bolt™ LDS Sample Loading Buffer (Invitro-
gen, cat# B0007), Bolt™ Sample Reducing Agent (Invitro-
gen, cat# B0009) and ultrapure water as per manufacturer’s 
recommendation. After heating the samples for 10 min at 
70 ℃, samples were loaded onto Bolt™ Bis–Tris 4–12% 
gradient gels (Invitrogen, cat# NW04125) and proteins 
were separated by running gels at 200 V for 35 min with 
Bolt™ MES-SDS running buffer (Invitrogen, cat# B0002). 
Bolt™ Antioxidant (Invitrogen, cat# B0005) was added to 
buffer going into the inner chamber to keep proteins under 
reduced conditions as recommended per manufacturer. After 
gel electrophoresis, gels were cut to the appropriate size and 
equilibrated in 20% ethanol for 5–10 min to aid in protein 
transfer during blotting.

Dry blotting was performed by placing gels on iBlot 2 
Nitrocellulose Transfer Stacks with 0.2 µm pore size (Ther-
moFisher, cat# IB23001) and running the P0 default set-
ting on the iBlot 2 Gel Transfer Device (ThermoFisher, cat# 
IB21001). Transfer occurred for a total of 7 min under vary-
ing voltages (20–25 V). After transfer, membranes which 
would be stained for tau were placed on a piece of clean 
laboratory for 30 min paper to air dry the membrane, while 
membranes that would be stained for aSyn were fixed in 4% 
buffered formaldehyde + 0.01% glutaraldehyde for 30 min at 
RT to improve aSyn detection [57]. Membranes were then 
rehydrated/washed in TBS for 5 min. Total protein stain was 
performed and membranes were scanned on the Licor Odys-
sey SA imager with the same settings described earlier. To 
allow multiplexing of the membrane, total protein stain was 
removed as recommended per manufacturer’s instructions, 
and membranes were scanned once more to assess residual 
total protein stain. Membranes were subsequently blocked 
for 1 h at RT using  Intercept® (TBS) blocking buffer. After 
blocking, membranes were multiplexed with two primary 
antibodies raised in different species and incubation took 
place overnight at 4 ℃ (same concentration was used as for 
DB). Multiplex combinations can be found in the supple-
mentary file (Supplementary Table 3). After washing (same 
as for DB), secondary antibody incubation with donkey anti-
mouse  IRDye® 680LT (Licor, cat# 926-68022, concentration 
1:20,000) and goat anti-rabbit  IRDye® 800CW (concentra-
tion 1:20,000) was performed for 1 h at RT. Washing fol-
lowed (same as for DB) after which membranes were imaged 
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with the Licor Odyssey SA imager with the same settings 
mentioned earlier.

Immunohistochemistry for descriptive 
and quantitative analyses

Consecutive FFPE 6 μm-thick tissue sections from MTG and 
AMY were first deparaffinized using xylene and rehydrated 
in a series of ethanol with decreasing alcohol percentages. 
Sections were then subjected to antigen retrieval, which 
method differed per antibody since our pilot experiments 
showed different optimal antigen retrieval methods per anti-
body (see Supplementary Table 4). After antigen retrieval, 
sections were washed once in TBS and incubated in TBS 
with 1%  H2O2 or 0.3%  H2O2 + 1%  NaN3 (only for AT8) for 
30 min at RT to block endogenous peroxidase activity. Sec-
tions were then washed 3 × 5 min with TBS at RT. To prevent 
non-specific binding of the primary antibody, sections were 
blocked in TBS with 1–3% of normal horse serum (NHS) or 
normal goat serum (NGS) for 30 min at RT. Subsequently, 
sections were incubated with respective primary antibodies 
(Supplementary Table 4) diluted in TBS with 0.1% Triton 
X-100 and 3% NHS or 1–3% NGS overnight at 4 °C. The 
following day, sections were washed 3 × 5 min with TBS at 
RT. Primary antibodies were detected using EnVision and 
visualized using DAB as chromogen. Nuclear staining was 
then performed using hematoxylin for 60–90 s, after which 
the sections were dehydrated and mounted using Entellan.

Stained sections were scanned using a whole-slide scan-
ner (Olympus VS200, UPLXAPO 20×/0.80 objective) and 
regions of interests (ROIs) were subsequently quantified 
using optimized in-house scripts in QuPath 0.2.3 (https:// 
qupath. readt hedocs. io/ en/0. 2/) [8]. Tissue sections for which 
the staining or scanning procedure failed were excluded for 
further analyses. For the MTG, several ROIs in the grey 
matter and consisting of all cortical layers were outlined. For 
the AMY, the whole AMY was outlined. Using the QuPath 
scripts, the load of total tau and aSyn immunoreactivity 
(%area) and the number of LBs per  mm2 (for aSyn immu-
nostainings only) were measured. Total tau load included 
any potential ARTAG present in the section. Images of 
representative sections were captured by ta Leica DM5000 
microscope using the HC PL APO 40×/1.30 oil or HC PL 
APO 63×/1.40–0.60 oil objective.

Fluorescent multi‑labeling staining to assess 
co‑localization of phospho‑tau and aSyn 
in astrocytes

To determine whether Tau and aSyn could be co-aggregating 
within the same astrocytes in AD-LB cases, we stained for 
pSer422 Tau (clone EPR2866, Abcam, cat# ab79415, dilu-
tion 1:200), NAC-region aSyn (clone A15115A, BioLegend, 

cat# 848302, dilution 1:2000) and GFAP (polyclonal, Merck 
Millipore, cat# AB5541, dilution 1:500) to visualize astro-
cytes. Deparaffinization of FFPE sections (MTG and AMY) 
was performed as described before. Antigen retrieval was 
performed by incubating slides for 10 min in 100% formic 
acid, after which slides were rinsed under running tap water 
for 10 min. A second antigen retrieval step was performed 
by steaming the sections for 10 min in 10 mM Tris–EDTA 
pH 9.0 buffer. After sections were cooled to room tempera-
ture, sections were washed for 5 min in TBS. Blocking was 
performed for 30 min in 3% normal donkey serum in TBS 
with 0.01% Triton X-100 (TBS-T). After blocking, primary 
antibody incubation took place overnight at 4 ℃. The fol-
lowing day, the sections were washed for 3 × 5 min in TBS. 
To visualize the target proteins, secondary antibody staining 
was performed at room temperature for 2 h with the fol-
lowing antibodies: donkey anti-chicken Alexa680 (Jackson, 
cat# 703-625-155, dilution 1:500), goat anti-mouse Star580 
(Abberior, cat# ST580-1001, dilution 1:200) and donkey 
anti-rabbit Alexa488 (Invitrogen, cat# A21206, dilution 
1:400). DAPI was used to stain the nuclei. Sections were 
then washed for 3 × 5 min in TBS, after which slides were 
cover slipped using Mowiol + DABCO. Confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy (CLSM) was performed on a Leica TCS 
SP8 and scans were made with a HC PL APO CS2 63×/1.40 
NA oil objective. Fluorophores were excited at appropriate 
wavelengths and hybrid gating (counting mode) was used 
for detection. Eight sequential Z-scans were made with an 
overall stack size of 2.1 µm (resolution of 1024 × 1024 pix-
els) in the MTG. Confocal Z-stack images were corrected 
for photobleaching and deconvoluted using Huygens Pro-
fessional Version 23 (Scientific Volume Imaging; Huygens; 
The Netherlands; https:// svi. nl/ Huyge ns- Profe ssion al). Fiji 
(https:// imageJ. nih. gov/ ij/) was used to display maximum 
projections. Adobe Illustrator 2023 was used to make the 
figures.

Data analysis and statistics

Raw data were processed in Microsoft Excel and statistics 
were performed using Prism Graphpad (version 9.3.1). 
Differences for age at onset, age at death, disease duration 
and PMD between groups were compared with a one-way 
ANOVA (2-tailed) with Tukey’s multiple comparison’s 
test. Quantification of blots was represented as normalized 
values (NVs) to determine the amount of protein of inter-
est detected relative to total protein signal. Exact formulas 
which were used to determine NVs can be found in the sup-
plementary file. To assess whether biochemical measure-
ments of pathological tau and aSyn were reflective of semi-
quantitative manual scoring of pathology in frozen sections 
from the identical tissue block, Spearman correlations were 
performed (Supplementary Fig. S2). Distribution of data 

https://qupath.readthedocs.io/en/0.2/
https://qupath.readthedocs.io/en/0.2/
https://svi.nl/Huygens-Professional
https://imageJ.nih.gov/ij/
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was evaluated by visual inspection of QQ plots and per-
forming Shapiro–Wilks normality test. If data were normally 
distributed, a one-way ANOVA (2-tailed) with Tukey’s mul-
tiple comparisons test was performed. If data did not fit a 
Gaussian distribution, the Kruskal–Wallis with Dunn’s cor-
rection for multiple comparisons test was performed. Com-
parisons within and between groups for NVs for the soluble 
and insoluble protein fractions were made by performing a 
two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test 
(only significant differences between groups within fraction 
are displayed in graphs). For all statistical tests, p < 0.05 
was considered significant. Graphs were created in Prism 
Graphpad and mean ± 95% CI is displayed for all graphs. 
To visualize the DB data, a clustered heatmap was made in 
Microsoft Excel.

Results

Description of cohort

We included age-matched control donors with little to no 
pathology (controls; n = 10), ‘pure’ AD and PDD cases 
with little to no concomitant pathologies (n = 10 for both) 
and AD patients with aSyn pathology (AD-LB; n = 10). 
The PDD group had relatively more males than the other 
groups. However, there were no significant differences 
in age at death ([68–90  years], p = 0.45), age of onset 
([53–82 years], p = 0.32) and disease duration (p = 0.36) 
between the groups. The AD-LB cases had strong tau and 
aSyn pathology (Table 1). In contrast, all AD cases had no 
aSyn pathology (Table 1), while PDD cases had limited AD 
pathology (Table 1). Control subjects had no aSyn pathology 

(as evidenced by a Braak aSyn stage of 0 for all cases) and 
limited AD pathology (Table 1). The PMD was significantly 
longer for controls compared to the AD-LB (p = 0.009) and 
the PDD group (p = 0.02), while CERAD Neuritic score of 
one PDD donor was missing (Table 1). The presence of tau 
and aSyn pathology in the frozen tissue blocks was con-
firmed by immunostaining and manual pathological scoring 
(Supplementary Fig. S1).

Phospho, proline‑rich regions and C‑terminal tau 
antibodies display preferential binding to AD‑LB 
and AD cases

We tested the binding of 20 tau antibodies (Fig. 1) target-
ing epitopes spanning the N- to C-terminal domain to crude 
homogenates of the MTG and AMY tissue from AD-LB, 
AD, PDD and control cases. TAU12, targeting the N-termi-
nal domain showed the best binding to MTG tissue homoge-
nates from all groups overall (Fig. 1). Some tau antibodies 
showed little to no binding to MTG tissue homogenates from 
all cases suggesting an absence of epitope availability or 
PTM presence: 3H6.H7 (targeting 1N), SMI51 (95–108), 
8E6C11 and 1E1A6 (RD3&4), 1E7 (pT181) and Tau C3 
(truncated tau 421). Other antibodies such as 71C11 (tar-
geting N2) and BT2 (targeting the PRR 194–198) bound 
similarly across all groups.

In contrast to Tau1 (targeting the PRR 192–204) and BT2, 
the other PRR 1 (P1) targeting antibody HT7 (159–163) 
showed stronger binding to AD-LB brains compared to 
controls (p = 0.04) and PDD (p = 0.03) cases (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3). In addition, HT7 also showed stronger bind-
ing to AD homogenates compared to controls (p < 0.01) and 
PDD (p < 0.01) cases (Supplementary Fig. S3). Similarly, 

Table 1  Clinicopathological characteristics of the donors included in this study

CERAD Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease, M male, F female, LB Lewy body, NFT neurofibrillary tangles, PDD Par-
kinson’s disease with dementia, AD Alzheimer’s disease, AD-LB Alzheimer’s disease with aSyn pathology, PMD postmortem delay, SD standard 
deviation, n.a. not applicable
* p < 0.05; PMD was significantly longer in the control compared to the AD-LB and PDD groups
a CERAD Neuritic score was missing of one AD-LB case

Control AD AD-LB PDD

Number 10 10 10 10
Sex (M/F) 5/5 6/4 6/4 8/2
Age at death (years ± SD) 76 ± 6 80 ± 8 80 ± 6 77 ± 9
Age at onset (years ± SD) n.a 70 ± 9 72 ± 6 66 ± 9
Disease duration (years ± SD) n.a 10 ± 3 9 ± 3 12 ± 6
PMD (h ± min SD) 9 ±  121* 7 ± 162 5 ± 69 6 ± 113
Braak LB stage (range and distribution) 0 0 IV–VI (1/0/9) V–VI (2/8)
Braak NFT stage (range and distribution) 0–II (1/6/3) IV–VI (3/4/3) IV–VI (3/3/4) 0–III (1/3/3/3)
Thal amyloid phase (range and distribution) 0–2 (1/5/4) 3–5 (1/2/7) 3–5 (2/4/4) 0–3 (2/6/1/1)
CERAD Neuritic score (range and distribution) 0 1–3 (1/2/7) 0–3 (1/0/2/6)a 0
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antibody TAU5, targeting the PRR 2 (P2), showed stronger 
binding to AD-LB cases compared to PDD (p = 0.03) and 
controls (p = 0.03) cases (Supplementary Fig. S3). This 
was also the case when comparing AD cases to controls 
(p < 0.001) and PDD (p = 0.03) cases.

Among the pTau-specific antibodies, only 1E7 targeting 
pT181 showed low signal across groups (Fig. 1). Other p-tau 
antibodies labelled AD-LB and AD cases more strongly than 
PDD and control cases. EPR2400 (pS198) showed stronger 
binding to AD-LB and AD cases compared to controls 
(p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively) and PDD (p = 0.03 
and p < 0.001, respectively) cases (Supplementary Fig. S3). 
2H23L4 (pS199) showed stronger binding to AD-LB cases 
compared to controls (p < 0.01) but not compared to PDD 
(p > 0.05) cases, while showing stronger binding in AD cases 
compared to both controls (p < 0.0001) and PDD (p < 0.01) 
cases (Supplementary Fig. S3). AT8 (pS202/pT205), AT100 
(pT212/S214), AT180 (pT231) and EPR2866 (pS422) 
showed almost identical results with increased binding to 
AD-LB and AD MTG tissues compared PDD (p < 0.01 
and p < 0.001, respectively) and to control (p = 0.01 and 
p < 0.001, respectively) cases (Supplementary Fig. S3). 
The C-terminus, phospho-specific E178 (pS396) antibody 
revealed elevated binding in AD-LB cases compared to 
controls (p = 0.01) but not to PDD (p > 0.05) cases, while 
showing stronger binding to AD cases compared to both 

controls (p < 0.001) and PDD (p < 0.01) cases (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3). TAU46, targeting the last 40 amino acids of 
the C-terminus, also showed elevated binding in AD-LB 
and AD cases compared to PDD (p = 0.04 and p < 0.0001, 
respectively) and control (p = 0.03 and p < 0.0001, respec-
tively) cases, (Supplementary Fig. S3).

Most antibodies showed a similar binding profile for the 
AMY (Fig. 1), although some differences were identified 
when compared to the MTG. For example, TAU12 showed 
less binding to AD-LB and AD cases compared to controls 
(p < 0.01 and p = 0.021, respectively) and compared to PDD 
(p < 0.01 for both) cases (Supplementary Fig. S4). All group 
differences reported above for the MTG were otherwise sim-
ilar for the AMY. 2H23L4 and E178 also showed stronger 
binding in AD-LB cases compared to PDD (p = 0.019 and 
p = 0.011, respectively) cases (Supplementary Fig. S4).

In spite of a high variability within groups for the tested 
tau antibodies (Supplementary Figs. S3, S4), we observed 
a significant upregulation of phosphorylated tau species 
(apart from pT181), as well as enrichment of some P1/2 
regions and C-terminal epitopes in both the MTG and AMY 
crude tissue homogenates in AD cases with and without 
concomitant aSyn pathology when compared to PDD and 
control cases. Although the beginning of the N-terminus 
(TAU12) was generally the most available epitope for bind-
ing to human brain tissue, pS396 tau (E178) was the most 

Fig. 1  Heatmaps depicting epitope mapping of tau in the human 
brain. TAU12 (a.a. 6–18) showed best overall binding to both the 
middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and amygdala (AMY) brain tissues. 
Phosphorylated tau species were all elevated (except pT181) in both 
the MTG and AMY of AD and AD-LB cases, with E178 (pS396) 
being the most abundant phospho-epitope in these groups. Antibodies 
HT7 (targeting the P1 domain), TAU5 (targeting the P2 domain) and 

TAU46 (targeting the end of the C-terminus) also showed increased 
detection of tau in the AD and AD-LB groups. Each tile displays 
the averaged normalized value per group, as is depicted by the scale 
bar. PTM-specific antibodies are highlighted in red. N1/2 N-terminal 
domain 1 and 2, P1/2 proline-rich domains 1 and 2, R1/2/3/4 four 
microtubule-binding domains (MTBRs), p phosphorylation site, X- 
truncation site, a.a. amino acid
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abundant phospho-epitope detected in AD cases with and 
without concomitant aSyn pathology, closely followed by 
pS198 (EPR2400), pS199 (2H23L4) and pS422 (EPR2866). 
These pTau antibodies revealed the most significant group 
differences when comparing AD-LB and pure AD cases to 
PDD and control cases. Manual pathological scoring of AT8 
in cryosections showed significant correlations with AT8 
values as measured with DB (see Supplementary Fig. S2).

aSyn signature in AD‑LB, AD, PDD and control brain 
tissues

We tested 16 aSyn antibodies (Fig. 2) targeting epitopes 
spanning the N-terminal domain to the C-terminal as well as 
PTMs (phosphorylation, truncation, and nitration) for MTG 
and AMY tissue of all cases.

In the MTG (Fig. 2), antibodies targeting the NAC-region 
and the end of the C-terminus showed best binding to brain 
homogenates, with MJFR14 (a.a. 133–138) being the best 
binder. Syn 204 (a.a. 87–110), was an exception, with lit-
tle binding observed. Antibodies targeting the N-terminal 
domain, C-terminal truncated and nitrated aSyn showed 
very minimal to no binding to crude tissue homogenates. 
No group differences were observed for these antibodies. 

We observed differences across groups for the Syn-1 and 
EP1536Y antibody. Syn-1 (a.a. 91–99) showed weaker bind-
ing to AD cases compared to controls (p = 0.03; Supplemen-
tary Fig. S5). EP1536Y (pS129) showed stronger binding 
in AD-LB cases compared to controls (p < 0.01) and AD 
(p < 0.01) cases but no difference was observed between 
the PDD group and any of the other investigated conditions 
(p > 0.05, Supplementary Fig. S5).

In the AMY (Fig. 2), the binding profile was similar to 
the MTG. However, in contrast to the MTG, C-terminal 
antibodies showed significant differences across groups in 
the AMY. MJFR14 (133–138) showed stronger binding to 
AD-LB cases when compared to controls (p < 0.01) and AD 
(p < 0.01) cases, which was also the case for PDD when 
compared AD (p = 0.02) cases (Supplementary Fig. S6). 
Despite a weaker binding, similar results were found for the 
C-terminus binding antibodies LB509 (a.a. 115–122) with 
stronger binding to AD-LB cases when compared to AD 
(p = 0.03) and control (p = 0.02) cases, but no differences 
between PDD cases and any of the other groups (p > 0.05; 
Supplementary Fig. S6). MJFR1 (a.a. 118–123) also showed 
stronger binding to AD-LB cases compared to controls 
(p = 0.02; Supplementary Fig. S6). Similarly, Syn211 (a.a. 
121–125) showed preferential binding to AD-LB cases over 

Fig. 2  Heatmaps depicting epitope mapping of aSyn in the human 
brain. MJFR14 (a.a. 133–138) showed best overall binding to both 
the MTG and AMY brain tissues and showed increased detection of 
aSyn in the AMY of AD-LB and PDD cases when compared to con-
trols and AD cases. C-terminal antibodies LB509, MJFR1, Syn211 
and Syn202 detected also more aSyn in the AD-LB cases when com-
pared to controls and/or AD cases in the AMY. EP1536Y detected 

more pS129 aSyn in the MTG and AMY of AD-LB cases compared 
to controls and AD cases, while only detecting more pS129 aSyn 
in the AMY when comparing PDD to controls cases. Each tile dis-
plays the averaged normalized value per group, as is depicted by the 
scale bar. PTM-specific antibodies are highlighted in red. NAC non-
amyloid-β component region, CTT C-terminal truncation site, n nitra-
tion site, p phosphorylation site, a.a. amino acid
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control (p < 0.001) and AD (p = 0.026) cases as well as in 
PDD cases over controls (p = 0.02). It should be noted that 
overall binding of Syn211 was very weak (Supplementary 
Fig. S6). Syn202 (a.a. 130–140) also showed stronger bind-
ing to AD-LB cases compared to controls (p < 0.01; Sup-
plementary Fig. S6). EP1536Y (pS129) showed stronger 
binding to AD-LB compared to control (p < 0.0001) and 
AD (p < 0.01) groups, while only showing stronger bind-
ing in PDD cases when compared to controls (p < 0.01). 
Interestingly, antibodies targeting the NAC-region (apart 
from Syn204 with no signal) or beginning of the C-terminal 
domain, showed weaker binding in AD and AD-LB when 
compared to control and PDD groups. A15115A (a.a. 80–95) 
showed less binding in AD compared to control (p < 0.01) 
and PDD (p = 0.02) groups, while also showing weaker 
binding in AD-LB when compared to controls (p < 0.01) 
and PDD (p = 0.03) cases (Supplementary Fig. S6). Simi-
larly, Syn-1 (a.a. 91–99) showed weaker binding in AD 
and AD-LB when compared to control (p < 0.01 for both 
comparisons) cases (Supplementary Fig. S6). 4B12 (a.a. 
103–108), while targeting the beginning of the C-terminus 
domain, also showed weaker binding in AD cases when 
compared to control (p < 0.01) cases, and showed less bind-
ing in AD-LB cases when compared to control (p < 0.001) 
and PDD (p = 0.023) cases (Supplementary Fig. S6).

Overall, we identified a significant upregulation of pS129 
aSyn and enrichment of C-terminus epitopes in AD-LB (for 
the MTG and AMY) and to a lesser extent in PDD (for the 
AMY only) cases when compared to control and AD cases 
without aSyn pathology. The very end of the C-terminal 
proved to be the most available epitope for antibody binding 
(MJFR14) and was enriched in cases with aSyn pathology. 
Similarly, pS129 aSyn (EP1536Y) signal was significantly 
higher in cases with aSyn pathology. Manual pathological 
scoring of EP1536Y in cryosections showed significant cor-
relations with EP1536Y values as measured with DB (see 
Supplementary Fig. S2).

Selected phospho‑tau variants are differentially 
expressed in soluble versus insoluble fractions 
across groups

Six antibodies were selected based on their strong bind-
ing to brain tissue homogenates and/or group differences 
in the DB setup for deeper analysis by western blot in the 
MTG (Fig. 3). TAU12 detected tau in both the soluble and 
insoluble protein fractions in the MTG of all investigated 
cases (Fig. 3). There was no significant difference in TAU12 
expression between fractions (p > 0.05). TAU12 detected 
more insoluble tau in the AD cases compared to all other 
groups (vs AD-LB, p = 0.04; vs PDD, p < 0.01; vs controls, 
p < 0.01). TAU12 detected all six tau isoforms, as was con-
firmed by detection of the tau ladder, and did not show any 

other bands, indicating high specificity for tau (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S7).

Our investigation of pTau antibodies has revealed inter-
esting differences in the detection of soluble and insoluble 
tau species. The E178 antibody showed clear detection 
of pS396 tau in the soluble fractions of AD-LB and AD 
cases, while showing little detection in soluble fractions of 
PDD and control subjects. In the insoluble fraction, more 
pS396 tau was detected in the AD cases compared to all 
other groups (vs AD-LB, p = 0.01; vs PDD, p < 0.0001; vs 
controls, p < 0.0001) and more pS396 tau was detected in 
the insoluble fraction versus the soluble fraction, as high-
lighted by an interaction between values measured and type 
of fraction (p < 0.0001). Furthermore, more pS396 tau was 
detected in AD-LB cases compared to PDD cases (p < 0.01) 
and controls (p < 0.01). A higher molecular weight spe-
cies was also detected in the insoluble fraction of all cases 
(Supplementary Fig. S7). Similar results were found for 
EPR2400, which was able to detect pS198 tau in both the 
soluble and insoluble fractions of AD and AD-LB cases 
but showing barely any signal in controls and PDD cases 
(Fig. 3). EPR2400 detected significantly more pS198 tau in 
the insoluble fraction of AD cases when compared to PDD 
(p < 0.0001) and control (p < 0.0001) cases. Similarly, more 
pS198 tau was detected in the insoluble fractions versus the 
soluble fractions, as highlighted by interaction between val-
ues measured and type of fraction (p < 0.001).

In contrast, other pTau antibodies showed specific detec-
tion of phosphorylated tau species only in the insoluble 
fractions of AD and AD-LB cases. AT180 detected almost 
exclusively pT231 tau in the insoluble fraction of AD, show-
ing significantly more detection compared to PDD (p = 0.02) 
and control (p = 0.02) cases, and was only limitedly detected 
in AD-LB cases. Similar findings were detected for AT100, 
showing almost exclusive detection of pT212/S214 tau in 
the insoluble fraction of AD cases, showing higher detection 
compared to all other groups (vs AD-LB, p = 0.048; vs PDD, 
p < 0.01; vs controls, p < 0.01), while pT212/S214 was also 
detected in AD-LB cases but to a much lesser extent. An 
almost identical pattern was seen for EPR2866; pS422 tau 
was almost exclusively detected in the AD cases, showing 
higher values in the AD cases compared to PDD (p < 0.01) 
and control (p < 0.01) cases, while again pS422 tau was 
also detected in the AD-LB group but to a much lesser 
extent. As to be expected from the described results, AT180 
(p = 0.043), AT100 (p < 0.01) and EPR2866 (p = 0.016) all 
showed an interaction between values measured for each 
antibody and type of fraction measured.

In summary, these results highlight that the N-terminal 
domain is available for binding in soluble and insoluble 
tau for all six tau isoforms and that there is no preference 
of binding to either fractions under denaturing condi-
tions. Interestingly, we detected pS198 and pS396 in the 
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soluble protein fraction of AD cases but only limitedly in 
AD-LB cases and not in PDD or control cases. Notewor-
thy, pT212/S214, pT231 and pS422 tau, were selectively 
detected in the insoluble fractions. All full-length blots of 

total protein stained, destained and immunostained blots 
can be found in the supplementary file (Supplementary 
Fig. S7).

Fig. 3  Multiplexed western blots for a subset of tau antibodies 
revealed distinct differences between soluble and insoluble protein 
fractions in the MTG. TAU12 detected tau in all investigated groups 
in both the soluble and insoluble fractions. All investigated pTau spe-
cies were enriched in the insoluble protein fractions from AD and/
or AD-LB cases when compared to controls and PDD cases. pS396 

tau (E178) and pS198 tau (EPR2400) were also detected in soluble 
fractions from AD cases, indicating early involvement of these phos-
phorylation sites in the multimerization process of tau, while pS396 
tau was also enriched in the insoluble fraction of the AD cases with-
out Lewy pathology when compared to AD cases with concomitant 
pathology
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Phosphorylated S129 alpha‑synuclein signal 
is elevated in insoluble fraction of AD‑LB versus PDD 
cases

Similarly, six aSyn antibodies which showed strong binding 
to brain tissue homogenates in DB were chosen for western 
blot (n = 3 per group) in the MTG (Fig. 4) and AMY (Fig. 5). 
All antibodies except EP1536Y detected more aSyn in the 
soluble MTG compared to the insoluble fractions (Fig. 4). 
EP1536Y detected pS129 aSyn predominantly in AD-LB 
cases and to a much lesser extent in the PDD cases, while 
detecting no pS129 aSyn in any of the soluble fractions or in 
the insoluble fractions of the controls and AD cases (Fig. 4). 
All selected antibodies were also able to detect insoluble 
aSyn in the AD-LB cases, and to a much lesser extent in the 
PDD cases (Fig. 4). Syn-1 detected more soluble aSyn in 
PDD compared to AD (p = 0.01) cases. Similarly, MJFR14 
detected soluble aSyn in PDD cases compared to AD-LB 
(p = 0.03) and control (p = 0.048) cases. Likewise, 4B12 
detected more soluble aSyn in PDD cases compared to all 
other groups (vs AD-LB, p < 0.0001; vs AD < 0.001; vs con-
trols, p < 0.01).

In the AMY, again all antibodies except EP1536Y 
detected more aSyn in the soluble fraction compared to 
the insoluble fractions (Fig. 5). EP1536Y detected more 
pS129 aSyn in the insoluble fractions of the AD-LB group 
compared to all other groups (vs PDD, p < 0.01; vs AD, 
p < 0.001; vs controls, p < 0.01) while also detecting lim-
ited pS129 aSyn in the insoluble fraction of the PDD cases 
(Fig. 5). A15115A (a.a. 80–96) detected significantly more 
soluble aSyn in PDD cases compared to AD-LB (p < 0.01) 
and AD (p = 0.02) cases (Fig.  5). 4B12 (a.a. 103–108) 
detected less soluble aSyn in AD-LB cases when compared 
to PDD (p = 0.03) cases, while also detecting insoluble aSyn 
in AD-LB and PDD cases (Fig. 5). MJFR1 (a.a. 118–123) 
detected also more soluble aSyn in PDD cases compared 
to AD (p = 0.04) and AD-LB (p = 0.01) cases. In addition, 
MJFR1 showed clear detection of insoluble aSyn in AD-LB 
cases and PDD cases, even very minimally in controls and 
AD cases (Fig. 5). MJFR14 (a.a. 133–138) showed strong 
detection of soluble aSyn in all cases and detected insoluble 
aSyn in AD-LB cases and to a lesser extent in PDD cases 
(Fig. 5). However, while all antibodies showed no other sig-
nificant bands, MJFR14 clearly detected a band at approxi-
mately 50 kD, indicative of non-specific binding to another 
protein, as it was both seen in the soluble and insoluble pro-
tein fractions of nearly all cases (Supplementary Figs. S8, 
S9).

These results highlight abundant aSyn pathology in the 
AMY in AD-LB cases as indicated by the high levels of 
detected insoluble aSyn. Counterintuitively, we detected 
more soluble aSyn in PDD cases compared to other groups, 
as is highlighted by multiple antibodies with varying 

epitopes over the NAC-region (Syn-1 and A15115A) and 
C-terminus (4B12 and MJFR1). All full-length blots of total 
protein stained, destained and immunostained blots can be 
found in the supplementary file (Figs. S8, S9).

Similar phospho‑tau load in MTG and AMY of AD‑LB 
and AD cases

Immunostaining for pTau variants in the MTG detected a 
significant higher tau load in AD-LB and AD compared 
to PDD and control cases (Fig. 6). The tau antibody AT8 
(pS202/pT205) showed highest immunoreactivity in AD-LB 
and AD of all investigated antibodies, detecting many NFTs, 
neuropil threads and neuritic plaques (Fig.  6). Similar 
pathologies were detected by AT100 (pT212/pS214), AT180 
(pT231) and EPR2866 (pS422) in AD-LB and AD cases 
(Fig. 6). No neuritic plaques were detected with EPR2400 
(pS198) and E178 (pS396). While EPR2400 showed both 
detection of NFTs and neuropil threads, E178 on the other 
hand showed preferential detection of neuropil threads and 
only detected few NFTs (Fig. 6).

No significant differences in tau load were seen between 
AD-LB and AD cases for any of the investigated antibod-
ies. While almost all antibodies showed a slight non-signif-
icantly higher tau load in AD versus AD-LB cases, AT100 
detected a slightly non-significant higher tau load in AD-LB 
compared to AD cases (Fig. 6). Interestingly, while AT8, 
AT100, AT180 and EPR2866 detected neuritic plaques, both 
EPR2400 and E178 did not show any plaques. Performance 
of scripts for determining tau immunoreactivity can be found 
in Supplementary Fig. S10.

Higher alpha‑synuclein load in AD‑LB cases 
versus PDD cases

Overall, a higher aSyn load was observed in AD-LB cases 
compared AD and control cases for all investigated (n = 6) 
antibodies (Figs. 7, 8). The same applied for the PDD cases, 
which also consistently showed higher aSyn loads compared 
to AD and control cases (Figs. 7, 8). In addition, MJFR1 
(118–123) showed higher immunoreactivity in AD-LB cases 
compared to PDD (p < 0.01) within the AMY (Fig. 8).

We observed a wide range of detected morphologies, 
which were antibody and sometimes group dependent. 
A15115A (a.a 80–96) showed no immunoreactivity in con-
trols and some synaptic staining in AD cases. LBs, diffuse 
cytoplasmic neuronal immunoreactivity (DCNIR), LNs and 
star-like/astrocytic inclusions were detected with A15115A 
in AD-LB cases and to a lesser extent in PDD cases (Fig. 7). 
Similar morphologies were detected by Syn-1 (a.a. 91–99) 
in AD-LB and PDD cases, (Fig. 7). MJFR1 detected many 
LBs and LNs in AD-LB and to a lesser extent in PDD cases 
(Fig. 7). Meanwhile, EP1536Y (pS129) immunoreactivity 
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Fig. 4  Multiplexed western blots for aSyn in soluble and insolu-
ble fractions of the MTG. All antibodies, except EP1536Y targeting 
pS129 aSyn, showed strong detection of aSyn in the soluble fractions 
of all cases. Interestingly, Syn-1 showed stronger detection of solu-
ble aSyn in the soluble fraction of PDD cases compared to all other 

groups. EP1536 signal was only detected in the insoluble fractions 
of 2/3 AD-LB cases and very minimally in 2/3 PDD cases, while no 
signal was detected in any of the other groups. All other antibodies 
were also able to detected aSyn mainly in the insoluble fraction of the 
AD-LB cases and to a very limited extent in all other groups
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Fig. 5  Multiplexed western blots for aSyn in soluble and insoluble 
fractions of the amygdala. All antibodies, except EP1536Y targeting 
pS129 aSyn, showed strong detection of aSyn in the soluble fractions 
of all cases. Syn-1, showed stronger detection of soluble aSyn in the 
soluble fraction of PDD cases compared to the AD group. Mean-
while, A15115A, 4B12 and MJFR1 detected less soluble aSyn in 

AD and/or AD-LB cases compared to the other groups. pS129 aSyn 
(EP1536Y) was significantly upregulated in the insoluble fractions 
of AD-LB cases compared to all other groups. MJFR14 specifically 
detected insoluble aSyn in AD-LB and PDD cases, while MJFR1 
showed additionally also slight detection of insoluble aSyn in controls 
and PDD cases
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was exclusively detected in AD-LB and PDD cases, show-
ing numerous LBs and LNs in AD-LB and only very limit-
edly in PDD cases (Fig. 7). EP1536Y also revealed neuritic 
plaques in AD-LB cases (Fig. 7). MJFR14 (a.a. 133–138) 
revealed numerous LBs and LNs in AD-LB and to a much 

lesser extent in PDD cases (Fig. 7). All antibodies, except 
EP1536Y, showed synaptic (background) staining in nearly 
groups (Fig. 7).

Similar morphologies were detected in the AMY 
(Fig.  8). However, aSyn pathology was much more 

Fig. 6  Representative images of immunostained MTG sections with 
PTM-specific tau antibodies. EPR2400 revealed synaptic staining 
in controls and PDD sections (a, d) and many neurofibrillary tan-
gles (NFTs) in AD and AD-LB sections (b, c). While AT8 detected 
showed no immunoreactivity (IR) in controls and PDD cases (e, h), 
many neuritic plaques, neuropil threads and NFTs were detected in 
AD and AD-LB cases (f, g). AT100 also showed no IR in controls 
and PDD cases (i, l) while detecting numerous neuritic plaques and 
neuropil threads in AD cases (j) and many NFTs and neuropil threads 
in AD-LB cases (k). No IR was again detected by AT180 in controls 

and PDD cases (m, p), while many neuritic plaques, NFTs and neu-
ropil threads were detected in AD and AD-LB cases (n, o). E178 
detected little synaptic staining in all cases (q–t), while detecting 
numerous neuropil threads and few NFTs in AD and AD-LB cases (r, 
s). EPR2866 showed no IR in PDD and controls subjects (x, u) while 
detecting numerous neuropil threads, NFTs and neuritic plaques in 
AD and AD-LB cases (v, w). Arrows indicate typical aSyn structures 
that are displayed in the inserts. The images have been captured at 
×400 magnification and the scale bar represents 50 μm
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abundant in AMY compared to the MTG of AD-LB 
and PDD cases. Antibodies targeting the NAC-region 
(A15115A and Syn-1) detected numerous astrocytic star-
shaped inclusions in predominantly AD-LB and only limit-
edly in PDD cases (Fig. 8). These type of inclusions were 
not observed for any of the investigated C-terminal anti-
bodies, including EP1536Y (Figs. 7, 8). Synaptic (back-
ground) staining was higher in AD versus control cases 
for all antibodies except EP1536Y (Figs. 7, 8). DCNIR 
was revealed in AD-LB and PDD cases by all investigated 
antibodies (Figs. 7, 8). For both the MTG and AMY, NAC-
region antibodies (Syn-1 and A15115A) predominantly 
detected astrocytic star-shaped pathology in AD-LB cases 
and only minimally in PDD cases (Figs. 7, 8). Performance 

of scripts for determining aSyn immunoreactivity and LB 
detection can be found in Supplementary Figs. S11 and 
S12.

Phospho‑tau and alpha‑synuclein co‑localize 
within the same astrocytes of AD‑LB cases 
in the MTG

To assess whether the star-shaped aSyn positive astrocytes 
contained any concomitant tau pathology, a triple staining 
was performed for GFAP, pS422 tau (EPR2866) and aSyn 
(A15115A). By examining the MTG in multiple AD-LB 
cases, we detected co-localization of pS422 tau and NAC-
region aSyn within the same astrocyte (see Fig. 9). This 

Fig. 7  Representative images of immunostained MTG sections with 
epitope- or PTM-specific aSyn antibodies. A15115A showed no 
immunoreactivity (IR) in controls cases (a), while revealing slight 
detection of synaptic staining in AD, AD-LB and PDD cases (b–d) 
and revealing numerous astrocytic star-shaped inclusions, Lewy neu-
rites (LNs), cortical Lewy bodies (LBs) and diffuse cytoplasmic neu-
ronal immunoreactivity (DCNIR) in AD-LB cases (c) and to a lesser 
extent in PDD cases (d). Syn-1 revealed synaptic staining in all cases 
(e–h) and revealed similar morphologies in AD-LB and PDD cases as 
A15115A but to a lesser extent (g, h). MJFR1 also detected synaptic 

staining in all cases (i–l), while detecting numerous LNs and some 
LBs in AD-LB cases (k) and limitedly in PDD cases (l). EP1536Y 
showed no IR in controls and AD cases (m, n) but detected numerous 
LNs and LBs in AD-LB cases, while also detecting neuritic plaques 
(o). Only a few LBs and LNs were detected by EP1536Y in PDD 
cases (p). MJFR14 detected synaptic staining in all cases (q–t) and 
detected abundant LBs and LNs in AD-LB cases (s), while showing 
limited LBs and LNs in PDD cases (t). Arrows indicate typical aSyn 
structures that are displayed in the inserts. The images have been cap-
tured at ×400 magnification and the scale bar represents 50 μm
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could be seen in multiple astrocytes within the same case 
(results not shown). We confirmed these findings by exam-
ining multiple cases and observed the same phenomenon 
in another AD-LB case within the MTG (see Fig. 9). Co-
localization seemed to primarily occur within the cell body 
and to a lesser extent within the processes (see Fig. 9).

Discussion

In the current study, we identified domains of the tau and 
aSyn protein which are both available for antibody binding 
under non-denaturing conditions in the human brain and 
reveal pathological proteoforms in AD-LB, AD and PDD 

cases. For tau, parts of the proline-rich regions and C-termi-
nus are available for antibody binding and characteristic for 
AD-LB and AD cases. For aSyn, the end of the C-terminus 
was most available for antibody binding and characteristic 
for AD-LB and PDD conditions. Both pTau and aSyn spe-
cies detected pathological proteoforms, as pTau was signifi-
cantly upregulated in AD-LB and AD cases and phospho-
aSyn in AD-LB and PDD cases. We also showed differential 
expression of pTau species in soluble and insoluble frac-
tions; pS198 and pS396 tau was specifically detected in the 
soluble fraction of AD-LB and AD cases but not in PDD and 
control cases, suggestive of early involvement of these PTMs 
in the aggregation process of tau. We also showed a higher 
pathological aSyn load in AD-LB versus PDD cases, while 

Fig. 8  Representative images of immunostained AMY sections with 
epitope- or PTM-specific aSyn antibodies. A15115A revealed no 
immunoreactivity (IR) in controls cases (a), while revealing slight 
synaptic staining in AD, AD-LB and PDD cases (b–d). A15115A 
revealed typical astrocytic star-shaped inclusions in AD-LB cases 
(c) and somatic inclusions in PDD cases (d). SYN-1 revealed synap-
tic staining in all groups (e–h), while also revealing astrocytic aSyn 
inclusions in AD-LB cases (g) and LNs as well as cortical LBs in 
PDD cases (h). MJFR1 detected synaptic staining in all groups (i–l) 
and additionally diffuse aSyn inclusions in AD-LB and PDD sections 

(k, l) while also detecting abundant LBs and LNs. EP1536Y showed 
no IR in both controls and AD cases (m, n) while revealing numer-
ous aSyn inclusions in AD-LB cases, including neuritic plaques (o) in 
AD-LB cases and granular LBs (p) in PDD cases. MJFR14 revealed 
synaptic staining all groups (q–t) and DCNIR in AD-LB cases next to 
numerous LNs and LBs in both AD-LB and PDD cases (r, t). Arrows 
indicate typical aSyn structures that are displayed in the inserts. The 
images have been captured at ×400 magnification and the scale bar 
represents 50 μm
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pathological tau load seems to be similar or even slightly 
lower in AD-LB versus AD cases. Finally, aSyn antibodies 
targeting the NAC domain specifically detected astrocytic 
star-shaped pathology which were predominantly detected in 
the AD-LB cases. These results provide an increased under-
standing of the underlying pathological heterogeneity in the 
neurodegeneration spectrum (Fig. 10).

For tau, the N-terminal antibody TAU12 (a.a. 6–18) 
showed best binding to brain homogenates overall. However, 
TAU12 binding was lower in AMY homogenates for the AD 
and AD-LB cases compared to PDD and control cases, sug-
gestive of this epitope being characteristic for physiological 
forms of tau. This might explain the lack of clinical effects 
of therapeutic antibodies targeting the N-terminal domain, 
as this domain might be less available for antibody binding 
in pathological propagating tau species [27]. Moreover, tau 
has been described to be heavily truncated in the N-terminus 
in AD, which could explain the lower signal for TAU12 in 
the AMY in AD cases, as these pathological tau fragments 
might not be detected by a N-terminal antibody [30]. Mean-
while, we showed that proline-rich regions (HT7:159–163 
and Tau5:210–230) and the C-terminus (TAU46:401–441) 
tau antibodies bind preferentially to MTG and AMY tissue 
homogenates of AD and AD-LB donors over controls and 
PDD cases. In line with these findings, a recent study has 
found a higher ratio of high molecular weight tau species to 
low molecular weight tau species for antibodies targeting the 
C-terminal domain versus the N-terminal domain, indicat-
ing that antibodies targeting this domain are more likely to 
bind to aggregated tau species [75]. In addition, we meas-
ured very little truncated tau at residue at 421, questioning 

the importance of this specific modification in relation to 
AD pathology [10, 24, 39]. In concordance, a recent study 
found only an increase in truncation 421 in low molecular 
weight tau in the AD brain but not in high molecular weight 
tau, suggesting that this modification is most likely not an 
important driver of tau aggregation in AD [75].

For aSyn, non-phospho epitopes on the C-terminus were 
most available for antibody binding and bound preferentially 
to AMY homogenates from AD-LB and PDD cases over 
AD and control cases, whereas the N-terminus was barely 
available for antibody binding under non-denaturing con-
ditions. Since aSyn is predominantly a membrane binding 
protein involved in docking of synaptic vesicles and the 
N-terminal region being the membrane binding region, it 
could explain the lack of binding of antibodies targeting this 
region considering the interactions with lipids and possible 
lack of any binding pocket in the alpha-helical configura-
tion of this domain [9]. This might explain the recent fail-
ure of N-terminal therapeutic antibody cinpanemab (1–10) 
to meet the primary or secondary endpoints, after which 
development was halted [37]. An alternative explanation 
could be that the affinity of these antibodies was simply too 
weak to detect aSyn in our human brain samples, as a low 
affinity for antibody 5G4 (a.a. 44–57) has been described 
for binding to recombinant aSyn monomers and aggregates 
[36]. Many of the therapeutic antibodies which are currently 
being tested in clinical trials are predominantly targeting 
the C-terminus and considering our findings, this strategy 
might be a more fruitful approach [20]. However, it should 
be noted that truncation could play an important role in the 
aggregation process of aSyn and antibodies targeting the end 

Fig. 9  pTau and aSyn co-localize within the same astrocytes in the 
MTG of AD-LB cases. Multi-labeling revealed co-localization 
(arrows) of pS422 tau (green) and NAC-region aSyn (white) within 
the same astrocytes (red), which could suggest possible tau/aSyn co-

aggregation. Co-localization was primarily observed within the cell 
body and to a lesser extent in some of the processes of the astrocytes. 
Each row shows co-localization in a different AD-LB case. DAPI was 
used as counterstain to visualize the nuclei
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of the C-terminus might not bind to pathological protein spe-
cies which are truncated in the C-terminus [61]. Conversely, 
truncation at residue 122 was barely detected in the current 
study, highlighting the need for more research confirming or 
refuting the importance of aSyn truncation in the pathogen-
esis and progression of synucleinopathies.

Phosphorylated tau and aSyn species were characteris-
tic for insoluble protein variants, which is in line with the 
observation that tau aggregates are hyperphosphorylated and 
the predominant modification of aSyn in LBs being phos-
phorylation at Serine 129 [15, 51]. More interestingly, we 
identified specific phosphorylated species of tau (pS198 and 
pS396) in the soluble protein fractions of both AD-LB and 
AD cases. This notes the involvement of these modifica-
tions in the early multimerization process of tau, as beta-
sheet rich aggregated tau oligomers require harsher buffer 

solutions in order to be fully dissolved and are thus likely not 
present in the soluble protein fraction. Previously, pTau spe-
cies pS198, pS199 and pS416 have been shown to correlate 
with early tau multimerization in the hippocampus, temporal 
cortex and entorhinal cortex in AD [19]. While pS396 seems 
to be elevated in only late Braak stages (V–VI), levels do 
seem to correlate with oligomerization state of tau in the 
hippocampus [19, 49]. In a study comparing multiple tau 
proteoforms across oligomeric (O-tau), sarkosyl-insoluble 
1 and 2  (SI1 and  SI2) and heat stable monomeric (HS-tau) 
tau fractions from AD brains, pS396/404 (PHF-1 antibody) 
expression was similar across O-tau,  SI1 and  SI2 fractions 
but not detected in HS-tau, again suggestive of pS396 being 
involved early in tau multimerization [38]. Intriguingly, we 
did not find an upregulation of pT231 in the soluble frac-
tion of AD cases, although this phospho species has been 

Fig. 10  Schematic overview highlighting available epitopes on tau 
and alpha-synuclein for antibody binding in the human brain under 
non-denaturing conditions, distinct tau and aSyn profiles in pure ver-
sus mixed cases and tau/aSyn co-aggregates in astrocytes in AD-LB 
cases. This study highlights the proline-rich regions and C-terminus 
of tau and the C-terminus of aSyn to be the most available for anti-
body binding in detergent-free crude human brain homogenates. 
These regions were also characteristic for pathological variants of 
both proteins, as preferential binding was seen in AD/AD-LB cases 
for tau and AD-LB/PDD cases for aSyn. Differences were observed 
in the molecular profile between AD-LB and AD cases for tau, as 
tau load was similar (AT8) while more insoluble pTau (pS396) was 

detected in AD versus AD-LB cases. Differences were also observed 
in the molecular aSyn profile between AD-LB and PDD cases, as 
both aSyn load (MJFR1) was higher and an increased detection of 
insoluble pS129 aSyn was seen in AD-LB versus PDD cases. Co-
localization between pTau (pS422) and aSyn (NAC-region) could be 
detected in astrocytes (GFAP) in the MTG of AD-LB cases. A theo-
retical model highlights the uptake of tau and aSyn seeds from the 
tripartite synapse, which leads to translocation of these seeds to the 
cell body for targeted degradation, after which impartial degradation 
results in the formation of co-aggregates. Created with BioRender.
com
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described as being an early modification in the aggregation 
process of tau [5, 19, 49]. A stoichiometric tau fibrillation 
model based on quantitative proteomic data, highlighted the 
0N and 4R tau isoforms to be predisposed for aggregation 
and suggested phosphorylation of 6 PRR residues and S396 
to be one of the initiators for tau aggregation, since these 
were specifically increased in a cluster of subjects with an 
average Braak NFT stage III–IV [70]. Overall, our results 
and others suggest that specific phosphorylation sites in the 
PRR and C-terminus seem to be critical for tau aggregation.

Here, we highlight a higher aSyn load in AD-LB com-
pared PDD cases as seen within the AMY using the MJFR1 
(a.a. 118–123) antibody. An earlier study investigating 
tau, Aβ and aSyn co-pathologies in a neuropathologically 
defined cohort of mixed AD/Dementia with Lewy bodies 
(DLB) and pure AD and DLB cases did not report a sig-
nificant difference in aSyn load between mixed versus pure 
groups [68]. However, it should be noted that this study used 
a different antibody to detect aSyn (Chemicon, AB5038) 
and, although not significant, the study did note a higher 
pathological aSyn load in the AMY of mixed AD-LB com-
pared to pure DLB cases [68]. Another study showed that 
aSyn burden was also higher in all neocortical regions of 
PD cases with AD co-pathology compared to cases without 
AD pathology, while similar to our findings, tau load was 
higher in AD cases compared to mixed AD cases, except in 
the superior temporal cortex [14]. These results along with 
our own, suggest that aSyn aggregation is aggravated in the 
presence of tau pathology in the AMY. Earlier studies high-
light the secondary formation of LBs in the presence of tau 
pathology in the AMY in brain tissue from various tauopa-
thies [53]. This phenomenon could be possible explained by 
liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) of aSyn forming into 
liquid droplets consisting of biological polymers (proteins 
and RNA), eventually transforming into solid-like hydro-
gels rich in oligomers and fibrillary species [55]. While tau 
undergoes LLPS by itself under physiological conditions, 
recent in vitro studies show that aSyn does not, but does 
so in the presence of tau [48, 60, 69]. In addition, while 
Cdk2-phosphorylation of tau increases tau concentration in 
RNA-induced droplets, it reduces the amount of aSyn in the 
droplets [60]. This could possibly explain the higher pTau 
levels in pure AD cases compared to AD-LB; since aSyn 
most likely forms coacervate droplets in the presence of tau, 
hyperphosphorylation of tau on the P2 region would inter-
fere with aSyn-tau interactions [60]. It should be noted that 
the AMY is especially prone for developing aSyn pathology 
in Lewy body dementia cases [63]. Brainstem regions, which 
have not been evaluated in the current study, might show dif-
ferences in terms of aSyn burden for AD-LB and PDD cases.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study 
which shows co-localization of pTau and aSyn within 
the same astrocytes. Accumulating evidence suggests a 

stronger involvement of astrocytes in the pathogenesis and 
progression both AD and PD than previously thought of 
[21, 25, 33, 62]. Astrocytic internalization of propagating 
seeds from the tripartite synapse has been described for 
both tau and aSyn and studies suggest impaired astrocytic 
functioning of the autophagy-lysosomal and ubiquitin–pro-
teasome pathways to result in failed clearance of protein 
aggregates, triggering microglial activation [21, 25, 33, 
62]. Moreover, bidirectional spread between astrocytes and 
neurons has been reported and astrocytic propagation of 
seeds via tunneling nanotubes may further accelerate the 
disease progression [41, 56]. We hypothesize, therefore, 
that astrocytic end-feet internalize tau and aSyn aggregates 
from the tripartite synapse, which are being translocated to 
the soma for subsequent degradation, after which impartial 
degradation leads to tau/aSyn co-aggregation (Fig. 10). 
The implications of tau/aSyn co-aggregates in astrocytes 
for the disease progression and possible mechanisms that 
drive this co-aggregation should be investigated by future 
studies.

Strengths of this study include the use a very well defined 
cohort and the use of multiple tissue types, regions and tech-
niques to assess epitopes/PTMs/isoforms in crude, soluble 
and insoluble tissue fractions, both under denaturing and 
non-denaturing conditions. In addition, multiple antibod-
ies were used for immunohistochemistry to capture the full 
range of tau and aSyn pathologies. However, it also should 
be noted that our study comes with a few shortcomings. 
First, while our cohort was well characterized, sample sizes 
were limited for each group and variability within the groups 
was relatively high. Furthermore, techniques used here were 
semi-quantitative and only three cases per group were exam-
ined for the western blot experiments. We also noted an AD 
case (case #14; see Supplementary Table 1) which did dis-
play aSyn pathology in the AMY, indicating this case should 
have been classified as an AD-LB case instead of an AD 
case. Future research should focus on validating these find-
ings in larger cohorts, adding other PTM-specific antibodies 
and using more quantitative methods.

In conclusion, we highlight (1) regions on tau and aSyn 
in the human brain that are available for antibody binding 
under non-denaturing conditions (2) distinct tau and aSyn 
molecular profiles for pure and mixed cases and (3) tau/aSyn 
co-aggregates in astrocytes of AD-LB cases within the MTG 
(Fig. 10). These data can be used for therapeutic antibody 
development and support biomarker discovery. Consider-
ing converging pathologies in neurodegenerative diseases 
via molecular crosstalk, therapeutic strategies should have 
a focused approach on combining different treatment strate-
gies which are targeted against the full spectrum of patho-
logical proteins [58]. This paper outlines the urgent need 
for getting a better understanding of the neurodegeneration 
continuum, as clinical and pathological heterogeneity within 
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AD and PD requires us to further investigate what links and 
separates these disease from one another.
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